Formation of roton-maxon excitation spectrum and roton instability effect for weakly correlated gas of dipolar excitons in a semiconductor layer are predicted. Stability diagram is calculated. According to numerical estimation a threshold of roton instability for Bose-Einstein condensed exciton gas with roton-maxon spectrum is in principle achievable experimentally.
I. INTRODUCTION
Experimental observation of Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) of ultracold diluted atomic gases opened new horizons in physics [1] . Many remarkable phenomena were predicted and observed in atomic BEC [2] - [5] . BEC temperature is inversely proportional to the effective particle mass. Therefore, investigation of collective properties and BEC of excitons is highly promising [6] - [7] (and reference cited in it).
In general exciton lifetime is not long enough to achieve thermodynamical equilibrium. To overcome this difficulty excitons with spatially separated electrons (e) and holes (h) can be used [8] - [10] . This separation suppresses recombination process, i.e., lifetime of excitons increases greatly [8] - [9] . Several realizations with increased lifetime were suggested: (i) two-dimensional (2D) semiconductor heterostructures of two coupled quantum wells (QWs) separated by a barrier [9] ; (ii) a single QW in electric field perpendicular to QW plane [11, 12] . For spatially separated e and h BCS-type regime [9] as well as BCS-BEC crossover were considered [13] .
Moreover, the separation results in appearance of an exciton dipole moment. Dipolar excitons were studied for coupled QWs [9] and for single quantum well in electric field [12] . In a sufficiently thin QW a system is 2D, because its dynamics is quantized in the tight direction, and dipole moments of all excitons are equal and normal to a QW plane. Inspiring theoretical progress in BEC [14, 15] , superfluidity [15, 16] , Josephson-like effect [17] , and anomalous optical properties [18] of 2D dipolar excitons has been performed. Outstanding findings [19] were made on exciton BEC in e-e bilayer. Wonderful effects in collective state of 2D dipolar excitons in QWs were observed experimentally [6, [20] [21] [22] [25] [26] [27] .
Interesting phenomena and novel phases, e.g., crystallization of excitons and supersolid [28] are possible in strong correlation regime for 2D dipolar excitons [29] .
It is remarkable that some of these features (e.g., roton instability and supersolid) as we demonstrate in our work are principally possible in weak correlation regime as well. However, their nature is completely different. In weak correlation regime the reasons are anisotropy and region of attraction for dipole-dipole (DD) interaction potential, which are especially interesting in a layer geometry. As a result of attraction, an initially homogeneous exciton gas becomes unstable under certain conditions, and the system configuration transforms into spatially inhomogeneous one.
In this work we demonstrate roton-maxon character of excitation spectrum for weakly correlated dipolar excitons in semiconductor layer (SL). The effect is the result of attraction and anisotropy of dipole-dipole interaction in layer geometry, and it can be viewed as residual phenomena of phonon collapse for 3D dipoles.
II. EXCITONS IN A LAYER: 2D VS. 3D
We start from the Fourier transform V d ( p ) of DD interaction potential V d ( r ) of excitons which are given by
where d = eD is dipole moment of exciton, e > 0 is a hole charge, D is an effective e-h separation, is a dielectric constant, p = {p, p z } and r = {r, z} are 3D vectors, p and r are 2D vectors (in the SL plane), p = |p|,
e., at |z| r), which is a result of the DD "head to tail" attraction. Therefore, for 3D homogeneous system a square of Bogoliubov spectrum
is negative for low momenta (see, Fig. 1 ); m is effective mass, n 0 is 3D condensate density. In phonon area, the spectrum possesses an area of imaginary energy, i.e., in a 3D system phonon modes are unstable [5] .
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However, in our case dipolar excitons are restricted in Oz-direction (0 ≤ |x|,|y| < ∞, 0 < z < L, where L is a SL width). Therefore, on short-wavelength scale a motion of excitons is 3D
Rather, on long-wavelength scale, on which the SL is similar to a thin layer, the motion is 2D, i.e.,
Obviously, the 2D regime (4) can be realized for any value of L. But for 3D regime p π /L (or L π /p) is possible in principle only in a SLs, i.e., when the following condition for SL width
holds. Here µ is a chemical potential of excitons, and √ 2mµ is a typical value of momentum p in the problem. This is the case of sufficiently wide SL (with both 2D and 3D regimes) which corresponds to layer system.
If momenta are sufficiently large p π /L, i.e., 3D regime is realized, the excitation spectrum is close to its 3D branch. The regime is unstable for |p z | p (see. Fig. 1a ). Vice versa, at low momenta, i.e., when 2D regime is realized, the spectrum is close to its 2D branch. The 2D branch is stable, because dipoles repel at a sufficiently large distance. Therefore, at some momentum interval p ∼ π /L there is a smooth crossover from (unstable) 3D branch to (stable) 2D branch (see, Fig. 1b) .
Width of instability area is determined by L, therefore for some L (L = L 3 , see Fig. 1c ) instability region collapses to a point. Thus, if SL width L less then L 3 spectrum can have only roton minimum. The critical value of L, at which the roton minimum touches the point with zero energy, corresponds to a boundary of roton instability for layer dipoles. Immediately after the bound, at which the roton minimum just crosses zero, square of spectrum ε 2 p become negative for some mode. Therefore, formation of roton minimum and roton instability is a result of (i) important features of the DD interaction: anisotropy and attraction; and (ii) layer geometry which crosses over the unstable 3D and stable 2D regimes.
III. PHASE DIAGRAM
To obtain the phase diagram we calculate an excitation spectrum starting from the Hamiltonian of excitons in an infinite homogeneous SL where ∆ is 3D Laplace operator,Ψ( r ) is excitons field operator,
is contact van der Waals interaction pseudopotential, g s is coupling constant of excitons (g s > 0 if there are no Feshbach resonance), and
is a confining potential of SL. In interested to us the Thomas-Fermi (TF) regime [30] 
order parameter corresponding to (7) is [31] 
where n 0 = ψ 2 is 3D BEC density of excitons in SL. The chemical potential µ in approximation (27) is equal to µ ≈ gn 0 , where g = g s + 2g d and g d = (4π/3)md 2 / . In terms of g we can rewrite dilution conditions
where β is gas parameter, a * is Bohr exciton radius, a s is van der Waals scattering length, a d is dipole and a is total scattering lengths.
In order to identify a boundary of instability we need to find an excitation spectrum. For this purpose we solve the following system of Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations [32] T
with boundary conditions being
Here we use the notation
We reduce (11) to a problem of minimization of the following Bogoliubov functional
(z dependence of u p and u p is omitted). In TF regime (27) we can setÛ ≈ U = const. This dictates the following form for trial functions
with A, B = 0 being trial parameters. After substituting Eq. (35) to Eq. (34) we find the lowest spectral branch
whose instability occurs evidently earlier than for the other branches, with exciton chemical potential having the explicit form [33]
In Eq. (16) we denotep = pL/ ,εp = mL
with case of TF regime (27) being correspond to (βL/a) 2 1 since typically α ∼ 1 for excitons. One can see that with increasing of density n 0 and/or dipole coupling constant g d and/or width L of SL, spectrum ε p bends down (see, Fig. 2a ). The effect of this bending is that a roton minimum forms, then it touches zero, and the homogeneous phase becomes unstable.
Phase boundaries for roton minimum formation and roton instability are determined from the following conditions, respectively, dε 2 p dp = d 2 ε 2 p dp 2 = 0, ε
From a simple analysis of equations (16)-(19) we can conclude: (i) There is no phonon instability in contrast to 3D case; the instability is always roton one. (ii) Unstable phase is possible only if α < 1, i.e., when g d > g s . (iii) For purely dipolar interaction (g s = 0) in sufficiently wide SL (as γ is large) the system is always unstable. (iv) Roton minimum and roton instability are indeed possible only in the TF regime, i.e., in a layer rather than in 2D case [34] . (v) In the limit of wide SL (L → ∞) for instability boundary we have
An important issue is exciton condensate depletion at
where ... is averaging on the ground state,Ψ ( r ) is field operator of non-condensate excitons, N p = L 0 |v p (z)| 2 dz is occupation number of p mode, N 0 = n 0 SL is condensate number and S → ∞ is quantization area.
Near to instability boundary the lowest spectrum branch ε p is close to zero at p ≈ p r = 0. Therefore, the contribution of the lowest branch to condensate depletion
diverges logarithmically close to instability boundary. Divergence of (21) means that the condensate vanishes close to the boundary, in agreement with [4] . However, in wide SL momentum of unstable mode is proved to be small, so, in (21) we integrate over small volume of momentum space (16)- (19) . As a result, if the area of layer S is not extremely large, pre-factor which multiplies the logarithm is small, and the divergence in non-condensed fraction
vanishes [35] .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL REALIZATION
We suggest experimental realization of roton minimum and roton instability for BEC of dipolar excitons in GaAs SL. If in-plane magnetic field is applied, we gain two advantages: (i) There is no tunneling dissociation of excitons by polarizing electric field. (ii) Bottom of the TF parabola [36] shifts from radiation zones [37] , thus, for exciton recombination third particle (phonon, impurity) is needed; as a result, lifetime becomes sufficient [37] for cooling down to low temperatures [38] . Besides, in presence of in-plane magnetic field all the above calculation are relevant [36] In our estimation [39] we suggest that L = 4 µm, λ = 1 µm, n 0 /n = 6/7, normal electric field is E ⊥ = 1.5 kV/cm and in-plane magnetic field is B = 4 T. Under these conditions exciton BEC in GaAs SL at the boundary of roton instability is realizable. This is justified by the following arguments:
(i) Momentum displacement of excitonic parabola bottom p = 6.1·10
5 cm −1 is sufficiently greater than GaAs radiation zone width q r = 2.7·10 5 cm −1 . Thus, excitons are actually "dark", i.e., they are long-lived.
(ii) Zero-sound velocity in exciton system c s = 6.8 · 10 5 cm/s is greater than velocity of longitudinal sound in GaAs c phon = 5.36 · 10 5 cm/s. This provides efficient cooling of excitons by the GaAs lattice.
(iii) Chemical potential of excitons µ = 1.27 K is sufficiently lower than Zeeman splitting ∆E ∼ 5 K [14] . Therefore, at low temperatures excitonic gas has only one spin degree [14] .
(iv) In these conditions in regime of spatially separated cw pump [40] and evaporative cooling [41] the artificially trapped [6, [25] [26] [27] excitons are readily cooled to very low temperatures [42] being still lower than temperature for BEC in 3D ideal gas T IG BEC = 650 mK. (v) Scattering length of excitons a = 64 nm is sufficiently greater than their Bohr radius a * = 11.8 nm. Therefore, tunnel coupling of excitons into biexcitons [43] is suppressed. Besides, destroying of superfluidity [44] by Fermi exchange effects is exponentially small.
(vi) Exciton density n = 0.86 · 10 15 cm −3 is by two orders larger than concentration of impurities in a pure GaAs sample, so, the influence of the latter is negligible. Moreover, free carriers [45] can be compensated [11] by spatially indirect [25] injection [46] . At last, two-exciton recombination was not observed in GaAs [47] .
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have considered system of dipolar excitons in weak correlation regime in layer geometry. For our system we predict roton-maxon character of excitation spectrum and effect of roton instability in SL. For experimental verification of these effects we suggest realistic experimental realization for SL in a GaAs heterostructure. It should be noted, however, that we focus on case of isotropic h mass. Anisotropy of h mass provide additional symmetry breaking which can become a reason for density waves phases at the boundary of roton instability. To determine a ground state of the system precisely with account on this effect additional calculations are needed.
We [39] Details of our estimation: electron mass is me = 0.067m0 and exciton mass is [36] 
2m
∆ − µ Ψ ( r, t)
where in a weak correlation regime we can use the Bogoliubov approximation Ψ( r, t) = ψ(z) +Ψ ( r, t), ψ(z) ≡ Ψ ( r, t) .
Here ... is averaging over the ground state, ψ(z) = n 0 (z) > 0 is the order parameter, and n 0 (z) is 3D condensate density, which does not depend on r in the stable phase.
We stress on conceptually important case of zero temperature T = 0. In this case in weak interaction regime whole density of excitons close to density of exciton condensate n ≈ n 0 , and non-condensed fraction is small n − n 0 n 0 . Therefore, corresponding field operator Ψ ( r, t) is small
where we use the notation
Thus, we can linearize exciton field product in (22)
Layer regime is possible in case (5) . In this case chemical potential of excitons µ significantly greater than energy of the lowest level of transversal quantization
If condition (27) holds, the Thomas-Fermi (TF) regime realizes in the system [30] . Moreover, in TF regime the order parameter possesses its ordinary profile [31] 
where n 0 = ψ 2 is 3D BEC density of excitons in SL. By substituting (28) in (26) and (26) in (22) , with averaging on the ground state, we obtain
where
2 /3 is dipole coupling constant. We can see from Eq. (29), the value g = g s + 2g d has sense of coupling constant for excitons in case of both dipoledipole and van der Waals interactions.
From equation (29) we can find chemical potential of excitons
One can see, that our TF approximation has error O(π 2 2 /2mL 2 ) (equal on order to energy of the lowest level of transversal quantization). This fact is in agreement with relation (27) . The error appears as result of order parameter ψ(z) bends to zero near bound of SL {z = 0, L}, which is ignored in TF approximation [30] . Thus, there is this error in (30) . Further we calculate it directly.
In terms of g we can rewrite dilution conditions of exciton gas β ≡ n 0 a 3 1, a = a s + 2a d ,
Substate (28) in (26), (26) in (22) 
